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GREENWORKS 24V HEDGE TRIMMER LUXURY

Greenworks Hedge
Trimmer 24v 

GREENWORKS - 24V - HEDGE TRIMMER LUXURY 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Base price with tax R 1739.00
Salesprice with discount 
Sales price R 1739.00
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Description  
The Greenworks G24HT57 cordless hedge trimmer is perfectly suited to smaller gardens thanks to its lightweight and compact design. Power comes from
an advanced 24V battery, which is interchangeable with all 24V Greenworks tools.
Compact 57cm cordless hedge trimmer for lighter trimming jobs

The Greenworks G24HT57 is a lightweight 24V hedge trimmer with generous 57cm cutting blades. Powered by an advanced 24V lithium-ion battery, the hedge trimmer offers high performance despite its compact size. Convenience is guaranteed with no fuel or electric cables to contend with, simply insert the battery and trim.

The Cleanest Cut

The blades of the G24HT57 are double ground, ensuring the sharpest finish and the cleanest cut. Both blades move simultaneously at 2800 cuts per minute ensuring consistent cutting, and a better finish than products featuring a single moving blade.

Designed for Comfort & Performance

The G24HT57 features a full size trigger on the front handle for easy use at any angle, as well as a rotating rear handle. These features allow easy and comfortable trimming of the sides and tops of hedges around the garden.

Part of the 24V Family

The Greenworks G24HT57 offers total convenience, with no petrol or electric cables to deal with. Instead simply insert the advanced 24V battery and you are ready to trim. As part of the Greenworks 24V family, the battery can be used in a range of different Greenworks tools, from lawnmowers, leaf blowers, chainsaws and even power tools.

 
 
Benefits
Compact cordless hedge trimmer
Lightweight and easy to use at just 3.12kg
Double reciprocating blades for consistent clean cutting
Rotating handle for control during use
No emissions
Quiet and low vibration operation
No fuel or cables to worry about.
Lower running & maintenance costs than petrol equivalents
Interchangeable battery system – 1 battery, multiple applications
If you have taller hedges try the G24PH51. This long reach model features an articulating cutting head, and a telescopic shaft for additional reach.

 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
 
Voltage 24V Motor
Brushed Weight 3,12 kg
Runtime (2Ah) Up to 25 min
Runtime (4Ah) Up to 50 min
Cutting capacity 18 mm
Blade length 57 cm
Rotatable rear handleYes
Blade type Double Action Blade material Steel CPM 2800
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